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Using analytical theory and hybrid-kinetic numerical simulations, we demonstrate that,
in a collisionless plasma, long-wavelength ion-acoustic waves (IAWs) with amplitudes
δn/n0 & 2/β (where β ≫ 1 is the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure) generate
sufficient pressure anisotropy to destabilize the plasma to firehose and mirror instabilities.
These kinetic instabilities grow rapidly to reduce the pressure anisotropy by pitch-angle
scattering and trapping particles, respectively, thereby impeding the maintenance of
Landau resonances that enable such waves’ otherwise potent collisionless damping. The
result is wave dynamics that evince a weakly collisional plasma: the ion distribution
function is near-Maxwellian, the field-parallel flow of heat resembles its Braginskii form
(except in regions where large-amplitude magnetic mirrors strongly suppress particle
transport), and the relations between various thermodynamic quantities are more ‘fluid-
like’ than kinetic. A nonlinear fluctuation-dissipation relation for self-sustaining IAWs is
obtained by solving a plasma-kinetic Langevin problem, which demonstrates suppressed
damping, enhanced fluctuation levels, and weakly collisional thermodynamics when IAWs
with δn/n0 & 2/β are stochastically driven. We investigate how our results depend upon
the scale separation between the wavelength of the IAW and the Larmor radius of the ions,
and discuss briefly their implications for our understanding of turbulence and transport
in the solar wind and the intracluster medium of galaxy clusters.
1. Introduction
The material properties of high-β plasmas are complicated greatly by the magnetic
fields they harbor.1 This is particularly true in hot, dilute astrophysical plasmas such
as the intracluster medium (ICM) of galaxy clusters, some regions of the solar wind,
and certain classes of accretion flows onto supermassive black holes. These plasmas
exhibit enormous scale separation between the gyroradii of their constituent particles
† Email address for correspondence: mkunz@princeton.edu
1β
.
= 8pip/B2 is the ratio of the thermal pressure of the plasma particles, p, and the energy
density stored in the magnetic field, B2/8pi. In this paper, ‘high-β’ means β ≫ 1.
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and macroscopic scales, such as the system size, temperature- and momentum-gradient
lengthscales, and collisional mean free paths. The result is that magnetic fields, even
when energetically subdominant, can nevertheless change the transport properties of a
plasma in a way that profoundly influences the large-scale dynamics it hosts. Examples
of this include the fact that anisotropic (i.e., field-aligned) conduction and viscosity
fundamentally change the properties of convective and rotational instabilities that are
critical for heat and momentum transport in a wide variety of astrophysical plasmas
(e.g. Balbus 2000, 2001; Quataert et al. 2002; Balbus 2004; Quataert 2008; Kunz 2011;
Xu & Kunz 2016).
In this paper, we highlight another way in which energetically weak magnetic fields
change the transport properties of a low-collisionality, magnetized plasma. As an ion-
acoustic wave (IAW) propagates through a magnetized plasma, velocity-space anisotropy
in the particle distribution function is driven by anisotropic phase mixing and (ap-
proximate) adiabatic invariance. For relative wave amplitudes larger than ∼2/β, this
anisotropy triggers rapidly growing, Larmor-scale kinetic instabilities (firehose, mirror).
These instabilities ultimately scatter and/or trap particles, thereby interfering with
Landau resonances and thus stifling the otherwise potent collisionless damping that linear
IAWs would suffer. As a result, IAWs of sufficiently large amplitude can be self-sustaining,
and propagate in a manner akin to sound waves in a weakly collisional fluid. This result
complements recent work showing that low-collisionality plasmas cannot support linearly
polarized shear-Alfve´n fluctuations above a critical β-dependent amplitude (Squire et al.
2016, 2017a,b).
2. Prerequisites: pressure anisotropy, wave ‘interruption’, and
collisionless damping
For our purposes, the qualifier ‘low-collisionality’ means that particle–particle collisions
are sufficiently rare for each particle’s adiabatic invariants to be approximately conserved.
In a low-collisionality plasma, changes in magnetic-field strength B and density n are thus
accompanied by changes in the perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (‖) pressures of the plasma:
p⊥ ∝ nB and p‖ ∝ n3/B2 (Chew et al. 1956). In other words, the energies in the random
motions of the constituent particles in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the
local magnetic field become different – the pressure becomes anisotropic, with p⊥ 6= p‖. In
a high-β plasma, even small pressure anisotropy∆
.
= p⊥/p‖−1 can drive rapidly growing
ion-Larmor-scale instabilities, most notably the firehose (when ∆ . −2/β; Rosenbluth
1956; Chandrasekhar et al. 1958; Parker 1958; Vedenov & Sagdeev 1958; Yoon et al.
1993; Hellinger & Matsumoto 2000) and the mirror (when ∆ & 1/β; Barnes 1966;
Hasegawa 1969; Southwood & Kivelson 1993; Hellinger 2007). Recent numerical work
(Kunz et al. 2014a; Riquelme et al. 2015; Melville et al. 2016; Hellinger & Tra´vn´ıcˇek
2015; Sironi & Narayan 2015; Hellinger 2017; Riquelme et al. 2018) has shown that
these instabilities effectively regulate the pressure anisotropy to marginally stable values,
in agreement with solar-wind observations (Kasper et al. 2002; Hellinger et al. 2006;
Bale et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2016).
Marginal firehose stability is achieved by generating electromagnetic fluctuations on
ion-Larmor scales, which ultimately pitch-angle scatter particles at the required rate.
This severs the adiabatic link between large-scale decreases in magnetic-field strength or
increases in plasma density and the production of negative pressure anisotropy, ∆ < 0.
In other words, the firehose instability provides the otherwise collisionless plasma with
just enough ‘collisionality’ to limit its deviations from local thermodynamic equilibrium.
In the case of the mirror instability, this adiabatic link is exploited rather than severed:
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as the pressure anisotropy ∆ increases and the system goes mirror unstable, an increas-
ing population of resonant particles become trapped in deepening magnetic troughs,
thereby cooling perpendicularly to reduce the total ∆. In effect, the mirror instability
‘hides’ the large-scale adiabatic production of pressure anisotropy from a majority of the
plasma particles by corralling them into small-scale safe spaces, absolving them of any
need to adjust their velocity distribution (Schekochihin et al. 2008; Kunz et al. 2014a;
Rincon et al. 2015; Melville et al. 2016).
The pressure anisotropies inevitably driven (linearly or non-linearly) by large-scale
waves in low-collisionality plasmas, and the kinetic instabilities that reign them in, change
the wave dynamics of high-β plasmas in remarkable ways. In a recent series of publica-
tions, Squire et al. (2016, 2017a,b) have shown that, in collisionless plasmas, linearly
polarized shear-Alfve´n waves with amplitudes δB⊥/B0 & β
−1/2 are strongly modified
by the pressure anisotropies that they produce nonlinearly. Larger wave amplitudes lead
to larger wave-generated pressure anisotropy, eventually reaching the point at which
the pressure anisotropy exactly offsets the restoring Lorentz force (which is the same as
reaching the firehose instability threshold). This nullifies the restoring force for the Alfve´n
wave and inhibits its propagation, an effect those authors termed wave interruption.
Accompanying this interruption is the emergence of a sea of ion-Larmor-scale mirror and
firehose fluctuations, which respectively trap and pitch-angle scatter particles and thus
provide an effective plasma viscosity.
What of compressive fluctuations? Consider a long-wavelength, parallel-propagating
IAW in a collisionless, magnetized, ion–electron plasma. Assuming the equilibrium dis-
tribution functions of the ions and electrons to be Maxwellians with temperatures Ti
and Te, respectively, and neglecting terms that are small in square root of the mass ratio
(me/mi)
1/2, one finds the dispersion relation
D(ζ)
.
= 1 +
Ti
Te
+ ζZ(ζ) = 0, (2.1)
where ζ
.
= (ω − iγ)/|k‖|vthi is the dimensionless phase speed of a fluctuation with
(real) frequency ω, decay rate γ (> 0), and parallel wavenumber k‖; Z(ζ) is the plasma
dispersion function; and vthi
.
= (2Ti/mi)
1/2 is the ion thermal speed. ‘Long-wavelength’
means |k‖|ρi ≪ 1, where ρi .= vthi/Ωi is the ion Larmor radius and Ωi is the ion Larmor
frequency. In the limit Ti/Te ≪ 1, equation (2.1) has the well-known solution
ω
|k‖|vthi
≈
(
Te
2Ti
)1/2
,
γ
|k‖|vthi
≈ √pi
(
Te
2Ti
)2
exp
(
− Te
2Ti
)
, (2.2)
describing weakly damped IAWs propagating in the direction of the magnetic field
(Bernstein & Kulsrud 1960; Fried & Gould 1961). When the ion and electron temper-
atures are comparable, the decay rate is instead comparable to the oscillation frequency,
i.e., γ ∼ ω ∼ |k‖|vthi.
For appreciable collisionless damping to occur, it is necessary that the particles be
able to stream freely, so that they can both maintain Landau resonance with the wave
and phase mix the perturbed distribution function. In a collisional (i.e., magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD)) plasma, these processes do not occur, because particle trajectories are
randomized by frequent particle–particle collisions. With |k‖|λmfp,c ≪ 1 in the MHD
limit, where λmfp,c is the Coulomb-collisional mean-free path, small-amplitude sound
waves propagate just fine.
In the next section, we use analytical theory and numerical simulations to investigate
how velocity-space anisotropy generated by long-wavelength, finite-amplitude IAWs in-
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fluences their propagation and damping. We show that, above a β-dependent amplitude
threshold, the free streaming of particles required for collisionless damping to occur
is impeded by firehose and mirror instabilities that are driven by the wave-generated
pressure anisotropy. The behaviour of the wave becomes MHD-like.
3. Interruption of the Landau damping of IAWs
3.1. Theory
Suppose that the ion distribution function fi(t, r,v) of a collisionless, magnetized
plasma threaded by a mean magnetic field B0 = B0xˆ is given at t = 0 by
fi(0, x, v) =
n0 + δn(0, x)
pi
3/2v3thi0
exp
(
− v
2
v2thi0
)
=
[
1 +
δn(0, x)
n0
]
fM,i(v), (3.1)
where δn(0, x) = αn0 cos(Kx) is a small (α ≪ 1), long-wavelength (Kρi ≪ 1) per-
turbation to the mean number density n0, vthi0 = (2Ti0/mi)
1/2 with Ti0 being the
initial ion temperature, and fM,i(v) is a standard Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution with∫
d3v fM,i(v) = n0 and
∫
d3vmiv
2fM,i(v) = 3n0Ti0
.
= 3pi0. The perturbed piece of (3.1),
viz., δfi(0, x, v) = [δn(0, x)/n0]fM,i(v), may be written in Fourier space as
δfi(0, k‖, v) =
α
2
[
δ(k‖ −K) + δ(k‖ +K)
]
fM,i(v)
.
=
δn(0, k‖)
n0
fM,i(v), (3.2)
where the subscript ‘‖’ denotes the component oriented along the direction of the
mean magnetic field. Assuming for simplicity that the electrons constitute a massless,
neutralizing, isothermal fluid with temperature Te, such a perturbation will produce an
electrostatic response,
eϕ(t, k‖)
Te
=
δn(t, k‖)
n0
=
1
n0
∫
d3v δfi(t, k‖, v), (3.3)
which will drive flows in the plasma and cause an IAW to oscillate and be damped
collisionlessly at the rate determined by (2.1). As the perturbed density initially relaxes,
pressure anisotropy with respect to the magnetic-field direction (δp⊥ 6= δp‖) will be
driven by anisotropic phase mixing and adiabatic invariance.
3.1.1. Generation of pressure anisotropy and triggering of kinetic instabilities
We demonstrate this quantitatively by considering the linearized Vlasov equation for
the ions, (
∂
∂t
+ ik‖v‖
)
δfi(t, k‖, v) +
eϕ(t, k‖)
Ti0
ik‖v‖fM,i(v) = 0, (3.4)
with the potential (3.3) and integrating it forward in time from the initial condition (3.2).
The result is
δfi(t, k‖, v) = fM,i(v) e
−ik‖v‖t
[
δn(0, k‖)
n0
− ik‖v‖
∫ t
0
dt′ eik‖v‖t
′ Te
Ti0
δn(t′, k‖)
n0
]
. (3.5)
The first term represents phase mixing of the initial perturbation due to particles free
streaming along the (unperturbed) magnetic field. The second term includes the self-
consistent response; it may be manipulated, after integration by parts, to help recast
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Figure 1. (a) Solution of (3.7) for the time-dependent root-mean-square pressure anisotropy of
a linear IAW of wavenumber k‖ and dimensionless amplitude α for various Te/Ti0. (b) Maximum
pressure anisotropy (divided by α) vs. Te/Ti0; its values at Te/Ti0 = 1/3, 1, and 3 are indicated.
(3.5) as
δfi(t, k‖, v) + fM,i(v)
Te
Ti0
δn(t, k‖)
n0
= fM,i(v) e
−ik‖v‖t
(
1 +
Te
Ti0
)
δn(0, k‖)
n0
+ fM,i(v)
∫ t
0
dt′ e−ik‖v‖(t−t
′) Te
Ti0
∂
∂t′
δn(t′, k‖)
n0
. (3.6)
Taking the difference of the miv
2
⊥/2 and miv
2
‖ moments of (3.6) eliminates the second
term on the left-hand side, leaving the following expression for the ion pressure anisotropy
driven by the IAW:
∆IAW(t, k‖) = 2
(
k‖vthi0t
2
)2
e−(k‖vthi0t/2)
2
(
1 +
Te
Ti0
)
δn(0, k‖)
n0
+ 2
∫ t
0
dt′
[
k‖vthi0(t− t′)
2
]2
e−[k‖vthi0(t−t
′)/2]2 Te
Ti0
∂
∂t′
δn(t′, k‖)
n0
. (3.7)
All terms involving the combination k‖vthi0t/2 describe the damping effect of phase
mixing on the moments of the perturbed distribution function due to the production of
fine-scale structure along v‖. The first term on the right-hand side of (3.7) arises because
no accompanying fine-scale structure is produced along v⊥ – magnetized particles cannot
stream freely across the magnetic field – and so the v2⊥ and v
2
‖ moments of δfi phase
mix differently. (Equivalently, the parallel flows of perpendicular and parallel heat are
different.) The result is a transiently produced positive pressure anisotropy. The last
term on the right-hand side of (3.7) captures the pressure anisotropy driven by adiabatic
invariance as the density fluctuates in time.
The integral in (3.7) can be straightforwardly done numerically. The resulting evolution
of the (spatial) root-mean-square pressure anisotropy, 〈∆2IAW(t, x)〉1/2, is shown in fig-
ure 1(a) at a selection of values of Te/Ti0; the maximum value of the pressure anisotropy
is plotted as a function of Te/Ti0 in figure 1(b).
2 As the IAW begins to oscillate and decay,
regions with δn(0, x) > 0 (< 0) initially drive ∆IAW(t, x) > 0 (< 0) towards the mirror
(firehose) threshold. Once ∆IAW(t, x) & 1/βi (. −2/βi), those regions become mirror
2A multiplicative factor of
√
2 has been applied to 〈∆2IAW〉1/2 in figure 1(a) to compensate for
having 〈cos2(Kx)〉1/2 = 1/√2. This makes it easier to read off the amplitude of ∆IAW, which is
the decisive quantity given an initial IAW amplitude α. A similar adjustment has been applied
to the root-mean-square density fluctuation in figure 2(a).
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(firehose) unstable. Noting that the maximum value of∆IAW is a relatively weak function
of Te/Ti0, we arrive at an amplitude threshold for an IAW to trigger both instabilities:
α =
∣∣∣∣δnn0
∣∣∣∣ & 2βi (IAW amplitude threshold). (3.8)
For example, for Te/Ti0 = 1, figure 1(b) indicates that α = 1.74/βi is required for
max|∆IAW| = 2/βi. Because βi ≫ 1 in many astrophysical plasmas, even small-amplitude
fluctuations (viz., those with α ≪ 1 but αβi & 2) generate enough pressure anisotropy
to destabilize the plasma. This is the first key result of this paper.
3.1.2. Evolution of IAW-driven kinetic instabilities and regulation of pressure anisotropy
For initial density perturbations satisfying (3.8), the times at which the plasma
becomes firehose and mirror unstable – tf and tm, respectively – may be estimated by
asking when the corresponding (approximate) instability parameters, Λf
.
= −(∆+ 2/βi)
and Λm
.
= ∆−1/βi, pass through zero to become positive. Assuming that the combination
αβi is sufficiently large so that these times are≪(|k‖|vthi0)−1, equation (3.7) may be used
to approximate the time evolution of the pressure anisotropy as |∆(t)| ∼ α(k‖vthi0t)2.
Then, neglecting factors of order unity,
tf , tm ∼
(
|k‖|vthi0
√
αβi
)−1
. (3.9)
For αβi & 2, this is a fraction of the sound-crossing time ∼2pi/|k‖|vthi0.
After the plasma is driven firehose/mirror unstable (i.e., for t > tf , tm), the pressure
anisotropy will continue to grow in amplitude following (3.7) until the instabilities are
able to deplete the pressure anisotropy faster than it is being supplied. To determine the
times at which this occurs, we first note that the maximum growth rates of the firehose
and mirror instabilities at high βi, viz. γf ∼ ΩiΛ1/2f and γm ∼ ΩiΛ2m, respectively (e.g.,
Yoon et al. 1993; Hellinger 2007), depend on time through ∆ = ∆IAW(t). For times such
that (t/tf − 1), (t/tm − 1)≪ 1 and that the instability parameters are both ≪1, we can
obtain simple analytical expressions for these time-dependent growth rates by Taylor
expanding the instability parameters about tf and tm. This gives
γf(t) ∼ Ωi
(
α
βi
)1/4
(|k‖|vthi0)1/2(t− tf)1/2, (3.10a)
γm(t) ∼ Ωi
(
α
βi
)
(k‖vthi0)
2(t− tm)2. (3.10b)
The time-dependent amplification factors of the energies of the microscale magnetic
fluctuations that arise due to the firehose and mirror instabilities are, therefore,
δB2f (t)
δB2f (tf)
∼ exp
[
2
∫ t
tf
dt′ γf(t
′)
]
∼ exp
[
4Ωi
3
(
α
βi
)1/4
(|k‖|vthi0)1/2 (t− tf)3/2
]
,
(3.11a)
δB2m(t)
δB2m(tm)
∼ exp
[
2
∫ t
tm
dt′ γm(t
′)
]
∼ exp
[
2Ωi
3
(
α
βi
)
(k‖vthi0)
2 (t− tm)3
]
, (3.11b)
respectively. This growth in magnetic energy returns the pressure anisotropy to values
bounded approximately by the instability thresholds. We argue that, due to the super-
exponential growth of the instabilities, this regulation will occur very rapidly once the
exponents in (3.11) become order unity (this neglects order-unity pre-factors and loga-
rithmic corrections). Therefore, the times at which the IAW-driven pressure anisotropy
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starts to be regulated by the firehose (tf,reg) and mirror (tm,reg) instabilities should satisfy
|k‖|vthi0(tf,reg − tf) ∼ (|k‖|ρi0)2/3
(
βi
α
)1/6
, (3.12a)
|k‖|vthi0(tm,reg − tm) ∼ (|k‖|ρi0)1/3
(
βi
α
)1/3
, (3.12b)
where we have normalized these times using the IAW wave frequency ∼|k‖|vthi0.
The regulation times given by (3.12) must be smaller than a quarter of an IAW
period, otherwise the oscillating wave would begin pushing∆(t) adiabatically in the other
direction (thus weakening the instability drive). Therefore, we require |k‖|ρi0 ≪ (α/βi)1/4
for firehose and |k‖|ρi0 ≪ α/βi for mirror in order for the predictions (3.12) to be valid.
All of the numerical simulations presented in §3.2 easily satisfy the first of these criteria
(for the firehose) but not the second (for the mirror). As a result, the onset of the mirror
instability occurs late enough that ∆(t) grows to be≫1/βi before being regulated. In this
situation, the Taylor expansion used to obtain (3.11b) for the mirror instability, and thus
(3.12b), is no longer valid. A better approximation is then Λm(t) ≈ ∆(t) ∼ α(k‖vthi0t)2,
and the argument of the exponential in the amplification factor (3.11b) instead reads
(2Ωi/5)α
2(k‖vthi0)
4(t − tm)5. The corresponding ‘mirror regulation’ time should then
satisfy
|k‖|vthi0(tm,reg − tm) ∼ (|k‖|ρi0)1/5α−2/5. (3.12c)
The scalings (3.12a) and (3.12c) are tested in §3.2.4.
Once the times given by (3.12) are reached, the evolution of the pressure anisotropy
will no longer follow (3.7). Instead, it will be regulated to values near the instability
thresholds as its unstable portion, viz. Λf(tf,reg) for firehose and Λm(tm,reg) for mirror,
is transferred to (mostly transverse) magnetic-field fluctuations, in the case of firehose,
and (approximately pressure-balanced) compressive fluctuations, in the case of mirror.
Thereafter, these fluctuations will continue to grow in order to maintain locally a
marginally unstable plasma, |∆(t)| ∼ 2/βi, as the pressure anisotropy is persistently
driven by the oscillating IAW. The result is secular-in-time amplification of the mi-
croscale fluctuations (Schekochihin et al. 2008; Rosin et al. 2011; Rincon et al. 2015).
Accompanying this growth is an anomalous ‘effective collisionality’ νeff , caused by the
particles scattering off of these fluctuations. This scattering contributes to maintaining
a marginally unstable pressure anisotropy by directly isotropizing the plasma. Once
νeff attains values comparable to Sβi, where S ∼ |d∆IAW/dt| is the rate of pressure-
anisotropy production by the oscillating IAW, the enhanced collisionality obviates the
need for the microscale fluctuations to continue growing, and the instabilities saturate
(Kunz et al. 2014a).
This evolution may be formalized somewhat as follows. In the case of the firehose,
we adapt the arguments of Schekochihin et al. (2008) to write the marginally unstable
balance between the production of negative pressure anisotropy directly by the IAW, the
adiabatic production of positive pressure anisotropy by the growing firehose fluctuations
δBf , and the isotropization of the plasma by the effective collisionality νeff , heuristically
as
d∆
dt
≈ d∆IAW
dt
+
3
2
d
dt
δB2f
B20
− 3νeff∆ ≈ 0, with ∆ ≈ − 2
βi
. (3.13)
The collisionless secular phase of growth, in which νeff ≪ Sβi, is achieved by balancing
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the first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.13), yielding
3
2
δB2f (t)
B20
≈ 3
2
δB2f (tf,reg)
B20
+ |∆IAW(t)| − 2
βi
. (3.14)
This phase of growth is, however, short-lived when Sβi ≪ Ωi (Kunz et al. 2014a;
Melville et al. 2016). The isotropizing effect of particles’ scattering off of the growing
firehose fluctuations becomes increasingly important, and ultimately plays the dominant
role in regulating the pressure anisotropy:
1
3νeff
d∆IAW
dt
≈ − 2
βi
, (3.15)
a sort of Braginskii-like weakly collisional closure.
In the case of the mirror, the fluctuations grow secularly while trapping an in-
creasing fraction of particles ξtr ≈ |δBm/B0|1/2 in the deepening magnetic troughs
(Schekochihin et al. 2008; Rincon et al. 2015). This results in a balance between the
production of positive pressure anisotropy by the IAW and what amounts to betatron
cooling of the trapped ion population:
d∆
dt
≈ d∆IAW
dt
− 3 d
dt
∣∣∣∣δBmB0
∣∣∣∣
3/2
≈ 0, with ∆ ≈ 1
βi
. (3.16)
In principle, this phase would last all the way until δBm/B0 ∼ 0.3 at t & S−1, when the
ions begin to scatter appreciably off the sharp ends of the mirrors (Kunz et al. 2014a;
Riquelme et al. 2015; Melville et al. 2016). However, because the large-scale oscillation
causes ∆IAW to change sign halfway through the IAW period, we expect that the mirrors
will not have enough time to complete their secular growth to large amplitudes and so
the associated strong scattering will not be realized.
3.1.3. Effective collisionality and interruption of Landau damping
In either situation – firehose or mirror – these pressure-anisotropy instabilities will
ultimately interfere with phase mixing and collisionless damping by impeding the main-
tenance of Landau resonances through particle scattering and/or trapping. Accordingly,
the rate of damping of the IAW should decrease.
To obtain an estimate for just how effective these instabilities are at reducing the
Landau damping, let us consider equation (3.15) for the balance between pressure-
anisotropy production by the IAW and its depletion by the firehose-induced effective
collisionality. During this phase, the collisionality is large enough to cause ∆IAW to
depart from the collisionless prediction (3.7). To obtain a rough estimate for the evolution
of ∆IAW during this weakly collisional phase, we adopt the double-adiabatic scaling
d∆IAW/dt ≈ −2(d/dt)(δn/n0) ∼ α|k‖|vthi0. The regulating collisionality must then
satisfy
νeff
|k‖|vthi0
∼ αβi. (3.17)
With α & 2/βi being the requirement for the IAW to trigger the firehose instability in
the first place, we have νeff & |k‖|vthi0, and so the effective collisionality induced by the
firehose is in principle sufficient to halt Landau damping altogether.
3.2. Numerical results
We test the ideas put forth in §3.1 using hybrid-kinetic simulations with the particle-
in-cell code Pegasus (Kunz et al. 2014b). The model equations governing the ion dis-
tribution function fi(t, r,v) and the electromagnetic fields B(t, r) and E(t, r) are the
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kinetic Vlasov equation, Faraday’s law of induction, and a generalized Ohm’s law that
assumes quasi-neutrality and includes the inductive and Hall electric fields, as well as
the thermo-electric field driven by pressure gradients in a massless electron fluid (see
equations (1)–(4) and (10) in Kunz et al. 2014b). Second-order–accurate triangle-shaped
stencils are used for interpolating the electromagnetic fields to the particle positions and
for depositing moments of fi onto the grid. A nonlinear δf method is used to reduce
small-scale noise in the computed ion moments.
All simulations are initialized with fi given by (3.1) on a 2D computational domain
that is elongated in the direction of a mean magnetic field B0 = B0xˆ. Our fiducial
simulation setup utilizes Nppc = 10
4 particles per cell and 3360 × 168 cells spanning
Lx×Ly = 1000ρi0×50ρi0 (i.e., kmaxρi0 = 10.56). Other simulations with the same values
of Nppc, Ly/ρi0, and kmaxρi0 but with Lx/ρi0 = 2000, 4000, 8000, 16000, and 32000 have
also been performed, yielding qualitatively similar results (see figure 6).3 The electrons
are assumed to be isothermal with temperature Te = Ti0. To maintain contact with the
calculations of wave interruption by Squire et al. (2017a), we focus primarily on results
using a βi0 = 100 plasma (although other values of βi0 have also been investigated). The
initial amplitude of the IAW, α, is varied above and below 2/βi0. In what follows, 〈 · 〉
denotes a spatial average over all cells, while 〈 · 〉y denotes a spatial average only over the
y direction.
3.2.1. Generation of pressure anisotropy and triggering of kinetic instabilities
Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of 〈2(δn/n0)2〉1/2 using our fiducial setup for α = 0.1
(black) and α = 0.01 (red), compared to their expected exponential decay by linear
Landau damping (dashed lines; (2.1) gives γ/|k‖|vthi0 = 0.60 for Te/Ti = 1). While the
α = 0.01 perturbation is efficiently Landau damped, the damping of the α = 0.1 (> 2/βi0)
perturbation slows down and ultimately stalls. An IAW with βi0 = 1 and α = 0.1
(blue) is also shown to be Landau damped to small amplitude. Figure 2(b) displays the
spread (i.e., minimum to maximum) in x (yellow region) and mean (black line) of the
y-averaged pressure anisotropy 〈∆〉y vs. time for this stalled-decay perturbation. For
Ωi0t . 300 (roughly half a wave period), the extrema of 〈∆〉y follow the theoretical
prediction (3.7). Thereafter, |∆| is large enough for the growth of firehose and mirror
instabilities and the consequent relaxation of the pressure anisotropy to overwhelm the
production of ∆ (with firehose occurring earlier than mirror, as predicted). Figures
2(c,d) show the energy densities of the x, y, and z components of the magnetic-field
fluctuations associated with the firehose and mirror instabilities, defined by the spatial
regions in which they primarily occur: δB2f
.
= 〈δB2x,y,z〉2506x/ρi06750 for firehose, and
δB2m
.
= 〈δB2x,y,z〉06x/ρi0<250∪ 750<x/ρi061000 for mirror. As we demonstrate below (see
figure 4), these fluctuations locally scatter and trap particles, respectively, inhibiting
strong Landau resonances and thereby stalling the Landau damping of the IAW.
The production of unstable magnetic-field fluctuations and consequent regulation of
the pressure anisotropy is also illustrated in figure 3, which shows 〈∆〉y and δBx,y,z
as functions of x at various times. At Ωi0t = 170 (blue line), the pressure anisotropy
attains its global minimum (≃ − 0.09), after which the 〈∆〉y < 0 region (within 250 .
x/ρi0 . 750) is quickly (by Ωi0t = 300) regulated to the firehose threshold (red line).
The magnetic-field fluctuations in this region are oriented primarily in the z direction
3Those with Lx 6 500ρi0 show non-asymptotic behaviour, as the mirror modes do not have
enough time to grow before the density perturbation reverses its oscillation. The Lx/ρi0 = 8000,
16000, and 32000 simulations were run only long enough to observe the triggering of firehose
and mirror instabilities and their saturation, in support of figure 6.
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Figure 2. Interrupted collisionless damping of an IAW of wavelength λ‖ = 1000ρi0, initial
frequency ω = 1.45|k‖|vthi0, and initial amplitude α = 0.1. (a) Amplitude of density
perturbation; dashed line shows theoretical Landau damping at the predicted linear rate
γ/|k‖|vthi0 = 0.60 (see (2.1)). For comparison, identical IAWs but with α = 0.01 (red line)
or with βi0 = 1 (blue line) are shown to be damped at the Landau rate. (b) Mean (black line)
and spread in x (yellow region) of the y-averaged pressure anisotropy, 〈∆ .= p⊥/p‖−1〉y , vs. time.
Mirror (≃1/βi) and firehose (≃− 2/βi) instability thresholds are denoted by the dashed lines.
The energy densities of the x, y, and z components of the magnetic-field fluctuations associated
with the firehose (δB2f /2B
2
0 ) and mirror (δB
2
m/2B
2
0) instabilities are shown in panels (c) and
(d), respectively (see text for their definitions).
and are oblique with respect to the mean magnetic field. By Ωi0t = 530 (yellow line), the
regions with 〈∆〉y > 0 (0 . x/ρi0 . 250 and 750 . x/ρi0 . 1000) are well regulated to
the mirror threshold. Indeed, the magnetic-field fluctuations in these regions are mirror-
mode polarized, with δB⊥/δB‖ ≃ 0.36 ≃ max(∆−1/βi)1/2 (Hellinger 2007). At late times
(e.g., Ωi0t = 3000, purple line), the plasma is nearly pressure-isotropic. While the mirror
modes appear to be long-lived, pressure-balanced structures, the firehose modes become
stably propagating Alfve´n waves with k ≈ k‖ ∼ ρ−1i (as also seen in the simulations of
Alfve´n-wave interruption by Squire et al. 2017a).
3.2.2. Effective collisionality: particle scattering and trapping
Figure 4 provides the link between these magnetic-field fluctuations and the evolution
shown in figure 2. The top two panels illustrate the effective collisionality of the plasma
νeff , computed following the method used in Kunz et al. (2014a), Melville et al. (2016),
and Squire et al. (2017a).4 The box-averaged collisionality 〈νeff〉 (black line) increases
dramatically once the firehose modes are triggered, peaking approximately when the IAW
stops Landau damping, at a value νeff ∼ |k‖|vthi0, as expected. Thereafter, its steady
4Namely, the mean time τ for the particle adiabatic invariant µ = v2⊥/2B to change by a factor
of e is calculated using 6,720 tracked particles; then νeff
.
= 1/τ . In practice, factor-e changes
are rare, and so we instead measure τκ for factor-κ changes and set νeff
.
= (lnκ)2/τκ. We chose
κ = 1.2, but checked that other values 1.1 . κ . 2 gave similar results. That this choice of
definition of νeff is a good one quantitatively as well as qualitatively is supported by figure 5.
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Figure 3. (top panel) Spatial profile of y-averaged pressure anisotropy at Ωi0t = 170 (when
〈∆〉y is most negative), 300 (at firehose regulation), 530 (at mirror regulation), and 3000
(when 〈νeff〉 . 10−3Ωi0 – see figure 4). (bottom panels) Spatial profiles of magnetic-field
fluctuations (normalized to B0) at Ωi0t = 300, 530, and 3000. (The fluctuations shown in
the Ωi0t = 3000 panels are multiplied by 2 to enhance their visibility.) All plots correspond to
the (βi0, α) = (100, 0.1) IAW featured in figure 2.
exponential decrease follows the decaying magnetic energy of the firehose fluctuations
(red line), viz., 〈νeff〉/Ωi0 ≈ δB2f /2B20 , as it should if this scattering is due to pitch-
angle scattering of particles off ion-Larmor-scale magnetic fluctuations. What sets the
exponential decay rate of the firehose fluctuations, and thus the anomalous collisionality,
is not yet fully understood, but a scan across Lx/ρi0 = 1000–16000 returned the empirical
result that their decay rate is ≈0.1|k‖|vthi0 with |k‖| = 2pi/Lx (see figure 7(b)). If this
trend holds at even larger scale separations, it would imply that the observed interruption
of Landau damping by scattering off firehose fluctuations is an asymptotically valid
effect. Importantly, if IAWs were to be continuously replenished in a magnetized, high-β
plasma on a timescale comparable to or smaller than their oscillation period, the resulting
dynamics would never be collisionless. We revisit this idea in §4.
The space-time evolution of νeff/Ωi0 is also shown in figure 4 (colour), with tracks of
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Figure 4. (top panel) Box-averaged effective collision frequency, 〈νeff〉/Ωi0 (black), and
magnetic energy of firehose fluctuations, δB2f /2B
2
0 (red), vs. time. (middle panel) Space-time
diagram of 〈νeff〉y/Ωi0 (colour); overlaid white lines are trajectories of five representative
particles. (bottom panels) Magnetic moments µ(t) (black) and parallel velocities v‖(t) (red)
of those particles, labelled ©1 –©5 . All plots correspond to the (βi0, α) = (100, 0.1) IAW featured
in figures 2 and 3.
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five representative particles overlaid (white lines, labelled 1–5). Those particles’ adiabatic
invariants (µ; black lines) and parallel velocities (v‖; red lines) are plotted in the bottom
five panels, correspondingly labelled ©1 –©5 . All particles begin their lives by streaming
freely (i.e., x(t) = x(0) + v‖t) and thus phase-mixing the distribution function. Between
Ωi0t ≈ 200–300, particles 1, 3, and 4 encounter firehose fluctuations and promptly
scatter, changing their µ by large factors. In contrast, particles 2 and 5 first encounter
mirror modes at Ωi0t ≈ 400, become trapped, and bounce, conserving µ while exhibiting
oscillations in v‖ about 0. After this initial scattering or trapping, these particles either
stay trapped in mirrors (©2 ), possibly leaking out at late times (©5 ); or eventually
encounter a mirror and become trapped, only subsequently to scatter out of the mirror
and once again encounter µ-breaking firehose fluctuations (©3 ,©4 ); or continue scattering
while streaming un-trapped, but with decreasing changes in µ as the fluctuations decay
(©1 ). Note that particle 3’s µ conservation is broken at Ωi0t ≈ 1200 when the particle
encounters a second burst of firehose fluctuations produced by the oscillating IAW.
3.2.3. Reduction of heat conduction by firehose and mirror
An enhanced effective collisionality in the firehose-unstable regions and efficient particle
trapping in the mirror-unstable regions suggest that appreciable reductions in the (ion)
heat conductivity occur throughout the IAW. In regions where the firehose fluctuations
break µ conservation at the rate νeff , we may anticipate the parallel flow of parallel heat
q‖
.
=
∫
d3vmi(v‖ − u‖i)3fi ≈ −
3
2
n
v2th‖i
νeff
∇‖T‖i .= q‖,Brag, (3.18)
following Braginskii (1965) and using a pitch-angle-scattering (Lorentz) collision oper-
ator with collision frequency νeff . In regions where the mirror fluctuations are in their
late nonlinear stage of evolution and efficiently trap a majority fraction of the nearby
particles, q‖ should be close to 0. Figure 5 confirms these expectations. Once the firehose
fluctuations become efficient scatterers (Ωi0t & 500; panel (a)), the Braginskii heat flux
q‖,Brag given by (3.18) (red line), with νeff taken from figure 4, is an excellent description
of the actual heat flux (black line) in the firehose-infested region. And once the mirrors
become efficient particle traps (Ωi0t & 1000; figure 5(b)), q‖ is substantially suppressed
in those regions (marked by the blue arrows) – the conductivity there is effectively zero,
despite the persistent temperature gradient (figure 5(c)). A rough quantitative measure
of the suppression factor may be obtained by calculating 〈q‖〉y/〈−∇‖T‖i〉y in the mirror-
infested regions of the simulation and comparing it to the corresponding collisionless value
without mirrors obtained using a linear Landau-fluid model, viz., (2/
√
pi)n0vthi0/|k‖|
(see equation (39) of Snyder et al. 1997). The result gives a suppression factor ∼200. (A
suppression factor of ∼5 was calculated by Komarov et al. 2016 for the electron parallel
heat conductivity in the presence of saturated, ion-Larmor-scale mirrors.)
3.2.4. Dependence on scale separation
As a last point of comparison with the theory developed in §3.1, we demonstrate how
some of our quantitative results depend on scale separation, Lx/ρi0. First, in figure 6(a),
we show that the values of |k‖|vthi0(tf,reg − tf) measured in IAW simulations across
a range of Lx/ρi0 are in remarkable agreement with the predicted scaling (3.12a);
the omitted proportionality constant in (3.12a) is found empirically to be ≈8. For
the mirror instability, we find |k‖|vthi0(tm,reg − tm) ∝ (Lx/ρi0)−1/5, consistent with
the corresponding prediction (3.12c), with a proportionality constant ≈2. This is as
it should be, because the predicted asymptotic scaling (3.12b) is not applicable unless
|k‖|ρi ≪ α/βi, a condition that is at best marginally satisfied even in our very largest
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Figure 5. Spatial profile of y-averaged parallel ion heat flux 〈q‖〉y at (a) Ωi0t = 500 (near
the time when the firehose-induced collisionality is at its peak value; see figure 4, top panel)
and (b) Ωi0t = 1000 (after mirror-mode saturation). In (b), near-complete suppression of 〈q‖〉y
by particle trapping in mirrors occurs (indicated by the blue arrows), despite the presence of
a strong ion temperature gradient (panel (c)). The heat flux in the central (firehose-unstable)
region is accurately described by a Braginskii heat flux (red) using the effective collisionality
measured directly from tracked particles (see (3.18)).
numerical simulations. These scalings demonstrate that, in the limit ρi0/Lx → 0, the
pressure anisotropy will be regulated by the kinetic instabilities almost instantly after
the system becomes unstable at t ∼ tf , tm (see (3.9)).5
In panels (c) and (d), we show the early-time evolution of the firehose (Λf) and mirror
(Λm) instability parameters (blue), as well as of (three times) the energy densities of the
magnetic-field fluctuations associated with the firehose and mirror instabilities (red), all
from the IAW simulation with Lx/ρi0 = 16000.
6 The times at which the plasma goes
firehose (mirror) unstable, tf (tm), and at which the pressure anisotropy is regulated by
the growth of magnetic-field fluctuations, tf,reg (tm,reg), are indicated by the arrows.
The observed behaviour matches that predicted in §3.1.2: at t ∼ treg, rapid super-
exponential growth of the firehose and mirror fluctuations curtails the production of
pressure anisotropy by the IAW, after which the fluctuations grow secularly to help
maintain a marginally unstable pressure anisotropy. This secular growth is highlighted
in panels (e) and (f) using logarithmic axes; panel (e) also includes the evolution of the
box-averaged effective collision frequency (orange line). For times during which 〈νeff〉 <
|k‖|vthi0, the secular growth of the firehose fluctuations follows well the collisionless
prediction (3.14) (blue dot-dashed line). Once 〈νeff〉 becomes large enough to interfere
with the collisionless evolution (i.e., for times to the right of the vertical dotted line at
|k‖|vthi0 ≈ 0.7), the firehose fluctuations continue to grow secularly but with a shallower
slope close to δB2f ∝ t. The mirror fluctuations satisfy δB2m ∝ t4/3 during their secular
phase. These power laws match those measured by Kunz et al. (2014b) during the secular
5A similar conclusion was reached by Kunz et al. (2014a) in their numerical study of shear-driven
firehose and mirror instabilities – see their figures 1(b) and 6(b).
6The factor of 3 is included to make contact with (3.13). Indeed, (3/2)(δBf/B0)
2 at the start of
its secular phase of growth is comparable to max(Λf), consistent with the discussion in §3.1.2.
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Figure 6. (a) Time elapsed between tf , when the plasma first becomes firehose unstable, and
tf,reg, when the negative pressure anisotropy is rapidly regulated by the firehose instability,
vs. scale separation Lx/ρi0. The dashed line is the theoretical prediction, (3.12a). (b) As in
(a) but for positive pressure anisotropy and the mirror instability; the dashed line is the
theoretical prediction (3.12c). (c) Early evolution of the firehose instability parameter Λf
(blue) and (three times) the energy density of the firehose magnetic-field fluctuations (red)
for Lx/ρi0 = 16000. The times tf and tf,reg are indicated. (d) As in (c) but for the mirror
instability. Also for Lx/ρi0 = 16000: (e) logarithmic evolution of the energy density of the firehose
magnetic-field fluctuations (red) and of the box-averaged effective collision frequency (orange);
and (f) logarithmic evolution of the energy density of the mirror magnetic-field fluctuations
(red). These final panels highlight the secular phase of unstable growth, occurring with power
laws close to ∝t and ∝t4/3 after the plasma becomes weakly collisional, 〈νeff〉/|k‖|vthi0 > 1
(vertical dotted line). Before that time, (3/2)(δBf/B0)
2 follows well the collisionless prediction
(3.14) (blue dot-dashed line). All times are normalized using |k‖|vthi0 = 2piΩi0(ρi0/Lx).
growth phase of their dedicated simulations of driven firehose and mirror instabilities,
and are consistent with (3.14) and (3.16) after the effects of suppressed phase mixing and
Landau damping are accounted for in modifying the drive, d∆IAW/dt. The consequent
regulation of the pressure anisotropy is aided by an increasing 〈νeff〉, which attains a
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Figure 7. (a) Maximum value of the box-averaged effective collision frequency 〈νeff〉, normalized
using |k‖|vthi0 = 2piΩi0(ρi0/Lx). Its value increases with scale separation as (Lx/ρi0)5/6 until a
value ∼αβi (dotted line; see (3.17)) is achieved. (b) Time evolution of 〈νeff〉 for different Lx/ρi0.
In all cases with long enough integration times, 〈νeff〉 is measured to decay exponentially at a
rate ≈0.1|k‖|vthi0, independent of scale separation.
maximum value ≈0.003Ωi0 ≈ 8|k‖|vthi0 at |k‖|vthi0 ∼ 2, when the oscillating IAW
changes the sign of d∆IAW/dt and the growth of the firehose fluctuations is disabled.
Figure 7 shows how the characteristics of 〈νeff〉 depend on Lx/ρi0, using the same
parameter scan as in figure 6(a). Panel (a) confirms that the maximum effective collision
frequency in all of our runs is large enough to inhibit Landau damping (i.e., max〈νeff〉 &
|k‖|vthi0), with the collisionality increasing with scale separation as max〈νeff〉/|k‖|vthi0 ∝
(Lx/ρi0)
5/6. This increase results in a corresponding decrease in the rate at which
the IAW is Landau damped for |k‖|vthi0t . 6 (not shown), a trend that holds until
max〈νeff〉/|k‖|vthi0 ∼ αβi at Lx/ρi0 = 32000. This value is consistent with the predic-
tion (3.17) for the effective collisionality required to regulate the IAW-driven pressure
anisotropy through pitch-angle scattering alone (dotted line), and thus represents an
upper limit on 〈νeff〉/|k‖|vthi0. Panel (b) demonstrates that, when the origin of time is
shifted to tf,reg, the effective collisionality in all runs follows a similar evolution, with
a sharp rise followed by a long exponential decay at a rate ≈0.1|k‖|vthi0. (The runs at
Lx/ρi0 > 8000 were too computationally expensive to be continued profitably for longer
times.)
Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate that our findings are robust with respect to scale
separation: IAWs with amplitudes satisfying (3.8) produce enough pressure anisotropy
to trigger firehose and mirror instabilities, which grow super-exponentially and then
secularly, with the former generating an anomalous collisionality that is both large and
lasting enough to make the plasma behave as though it were weakly collisional.
4. Fluctuation-dissipation relation for self-sustaining IAWs
While illustrative, the initial-value problem considered above is somewhat artificial.
We thus consider the slightly more realistic problem of IAWs being stochastically and
continuously driven and achieving a steady-state fluctuation-dissipation relation. Such a
‘plasma-kinetic Langevin’ problem has been studied analytically in the linear regime (i.e.,
without feedback from pressure-anisotropy-driven instabilities) by Kanekar et al. (2015).
Those authors appended a stochastic momentum-injecting force, 2v‖a(t)fM,i/v
2
thi0, to the
right-hand side of the linearized ion-Vlasov equation (3.4), where a(t) had the two-time
correlation function a(t)a(t′) = ε(k)v2thi0δ(t − t′) with ε(k) being the energy-injection
rate into wavenumber k = k‖. They then solved for the mean square density-fluctuation
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amplitude in steady state, and found that it was given by∣∣∣∣δn(k)n0
∣∣∣∣
2
=
2
pi
ε(k)
|k|vthi0
(
Ti0
Te
)2 ∫ +∞
−∞
dζ
∣∣∣∣1 + ζZ(ζ)D(ζ)
∣∣∣∣
2
.
=
ε(k)
2γeff
Ti0
Te
, (4.1)
whereD(ζ) is given by (2.1) and the final equality implicitly defines the effective damping
rate γeff . The over-bar in (4.1) denotes a statistical-ensemble average with respect to the
random forcing a(t); we equate this average with a temporal average in the analysis
below. In the cold-ion limit (Te/Ti0 →∞), γeff matches the Landau-damping rate given
by (2.2); for Te/Ti0 = 1, γeff = 0.71|k|vthi0 (see figure 4 of Kanekar et al. 2015).
4.1. Pressure anisotropy and a nonlinear fluctuation-dissipation relation
Fluctuation-dissipation relations of the form (4.1) have the property that, if the
effective damping rate decreases, the mean square density-fluctuation amplitude in-
creases. Since the production of firehose and mirror instabilities by a non-linear IAW
decreases the effective damping rate by interrupting Landau damping, the mean square
density-fluctuation amplitude should increase accordingly whenever those instabilities
are triggered. To determine what energy-injection rate would generate sufficiently large
density fluctuations to destabilize the plasma to firehose and mirror, we calculate the
mean square pressure anisotropy in steady state in a similar way as for (4.1), using the
miv
2
⊥/2 and miv
2
‖ moments of (3.4); it is
|∆(k)|2 = 2
pi
ε(k)
|k|vthi0
(
Ti0
Te
)2 ∫ ∞
−∞
dζ
∣∣∣∣ζZ(ζ)(1 − 2ζ2)− 2ζ2D(ζ)
∣∣∣∣
2
. (4.2)
For Te/Ti0 = 1, |∆(k)|2 = 3.33 |δn(k)/n0|2. In this case, using (4.1), we estimate that
having ε(k)/|k|vthi0 > 1.71/β2i would generate sufficiently large density fluctuations to
cause |∆(k)|2 > (2/βi)2.
We test this idea by forcing the parallel ion velocity stochastically and measuring
the steady-state mean square density-fluctuation amplitude in a series of Pegasus sim-
ulations, which are otherwise identical in their setup to those described in §3.2 (viz.,
βi0 = 100, Te = Ti0, Lx×Ly = 1000ρi0×50ρi0). The forcing a = a(t, k)xˆ is implemented
as follows. At each simulation time step, the Fourier coefficients a(t, kx = ±2pi/Lx) are
generated from a Gaussian random field; their amplitudes are normalized by specifying
a total energy-injection rate ε, whose magnitude is varied to result in root-mean-square
density fluctuations than span the limit (3.8). The force is time-decorrelated over tcorr =
20piΩ−1i0 ≪ Lx/ρi0 using an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process.
Figure 8(a) displays the mean square density-fluctuation amplitude measured in these
simulations as a function of ε, normalized so that an amplitude of unity corresponds to
(4.1), the result without nonlinear feedback from firehose/mirror instabilities. Points to
the left of the vertical dotted line are predicted using (4.2) to be both firehose and mirror
stable, i.e., such forcing results in a fluctuation amplitude whose max|∆| < 2/βi0; those
to the right are predicted to be unstable. As anticipated, the normalized fluctuation
amplitude increases for ε for which (3.8) is satisfied, demonstrating that the effective
damping rate γeff is nonlinearly reduced, viz., γeff = γeff(ε) – a nonlinear fluctuation-
dissipation relation.
4.2. Effective collisionality and weakly collisional thermodynamics
Another consequence of the reduction of γeff is that the plasma should exhibit be-
haviour more reminiscent of a weakly collisional (rather than collisionless) regime. Indeed,
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Figure 8. (a) Mean square density-fluctuation amplitude for a given total energy-injection rate
ε in the IAW-Langevin problem with βi0 = 100 and Lx/ρi0 = 1000 (circles), normalized to
the linear prediction (4.1) without pressure-anisotropy-driven instabilities (dashed line). The
increased fluctuation level that occurs when ε is large enough to drive max|∆| > 2/βi0 (dotted
line; see (4.2)) is due to the nonlinear suppression of collisionless damping by firehose and mirror
instabilities. (b) Collision frequency νthres needed to bound the steady-state pressure anisotropy
in the linear Langevin problem (see (4.2)) by the firehose instability threshold for βi0 = 100.
Figure 9. (top panel) Mean (black line) and spread (yellow region) of the effective collision
frequency νeff , normalized using 10
−3Ωi0 (left ordinate) and |k|vthi0 (right ordinate), from
the IAW-Langevin problem featured in figure 8(a). (bottom panel) Space-time diagram of
〈νeff〉y/Ωi0 × 103 (colour); the white line follows the trajectory of a representative particle.
if we modify the dimensionless phase speed ζ → ζ + 3iν/|k|vthi0 in (4.2) to account
for pitch-angle scattering with collision frequency ν, we may calculate from the linear
Langevin problem the collision frequency needed for the steady-state pressure anisotropy
to be bounded by the firehose instability threshold, |∆(k)|2 6 (2/βi0)2. This value,
denoted νthres and computed for a given ε, is shown in figure 8(b); for ε/|k|vthi0 & 10−2,
νthres ∼ |k|vthi0, a value large enough to make the otherwise collisionless plasma behave
as a weakly collisional fluid.
That this plasma does, indeed, behave as a weakly collisional fluid is vividly illustrated
in figures 9 and 10. The former shows the effective collision frequency νeff computed
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following the same procedure as was used to obtain figure 4. The steady-state box-
averaged collisionality 〈νeff〉 (black line) takes on values ≈(4–6) × 10−3 Ωi0 ≈ (0.6–
0.9)|k|vthi0, comparable to the maximum collisionality found in the corresponding initial-
value problem at Lx/ρi0 = 1000 (see figure 4).
7 The yellow region indicates the spread in
〈νeff〉 about the mean, of width ≈0.7|k|vthi0. The space-time evolution of νeff (normalized
to 10−3Ωi0) is shown in the bottom panel (colour), overlaid by the track (white line) of
a representative particle that gets scattered and trapped intermittently by the kinetic
instabilities. This data demonstrates that, in statistical steady state, the plasma has an
anomalous collisionality sufficiently large to interrupt Landau damping.
This interruption makes a striking impact on the equation of state of the plasma.
Figure 10 shows (in colour) joint distribution functions of the fluctuating perpendicular
and parallel pressures and the fluctuating density measured within two IAW-Langevin
simulations with ε/|k|vthi0 = 1.6×10−2: one with firehose and mirror instabilities allowed
(labelled δB 6= 0, taken at Ωi0t = 7100), and one purely electrostatic with Faraday’s law
of induction artificially turned off (labelled δB = 0). Figure 10(a) demonstrates that
allowing kinetic instabilities (δB 6= 0) breaks adiabatic invariance in the plasma, viz., it
breaks T⊥ = const, a constraint shown to be strictly obeyed when δB = 0 (the dot-dashed
line). As a result, δp⊥ is out of phase with δn. The dashed curve, which qualitatively
captures the shape of this distribution, is a solution to the Chew et al. (1956) fluid
equations for a small-amplitude, monochromatic, parallel propagating (k = k‖) sound
wave in a weakly collisional plasma with collision frequency ν = 0.8|k|vthi0 (as measured
in the simulation at Ωi0t = 7100) and isothermal electrons of temperature Te
.
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In (4.3b) and (4.3c), we neglected the conductive transport of heat along the (straight)
field lines, but apparently without much consequence, as the dashed curve fits the
measured p⊥ distribution well enough to demonstrate the salient point: the equation of
state of an otherwise collisionless plasma subject to self-excited velocity-space instabilities
resembles that of a weakly collisional, non-conducting fluid. This weakly collisional
solution also fits well the p‖ distribution shown in figure 10(b) for δB 6= 0. In contrast, p‖
in the collisionless plasma with δB = 0 is roughly independent of density, a consequence
of rapid free streaming of particles along the (unperturbed) magnetic-field lines.
5. Discussion: Implications for astrophysical plasmas and theories of
magneto-kinetic turbulence
One of the key predictions of modern theories of Alfve´nic turbulence is that
the compressive fluctuations are passively mixed by the Alfve´n-wave fluctuations
(Lithwick & Goldreich 2001), a feature which is manifest in the reduced MHD equations
7A complementary Langevin simulation with Lx/ρi0 = 2000 returned 〈νeff〉 ≈ (1.1–1.6)|k|vthi0,
also comparable to the maximum collisionality found in the corresponding initial-value problem.
The effective collision frequency shown in figure 9 is therefore an under-estimate of the
asymptotic value of 〈νeff〉/|k|vthi0, which we anticipate being ∼(δn/n)βi based upon theory
(§3.1.3) and the measured scaling in the initial-value problem (figure 7).
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Figure 10. Distributions of fluctuating (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel pressures
vs. fluctuation density in two IAW-Langevin simulations: one allowing the generation of
firehose/mirror instabilities (δB 6= 0) and one with δB = 0 set artificially. The dashed curves
were obtained from (4.3) – a weakly collisional fluid model based on the Chew et al. (1956)
equations – using ν/|k|vthi0 = 0.8, the value of 〈νeff〉/|k|vthi0 measured from the δB 6= 0
simulation at Ωi0t = 7100 (see figure 9).
and which holds even in collisionless, magnetized plasmas (Schekochihin et al. 2009;
Kunz et al. 2015). Moreover, the compressive fluctuations exert no influence on the
Alfve´n-wave fluctuations, whose nonlinearities are solely due to the mutual advection
of counterpropagating Alfve´n-wave packets. Given the findings of this paper, and those
of its predecessors that focused on the interruption of nonlinear Alfve´n waves by their
wave-generated pressure anisotropy (Squire et al. 2016, 2017a,b), it is clear that this
tenet cannot hold at sufficiently large β. Pressure anisotropies driven by the Alfve´nic
fluctuations with amplitudes δB⊥/B0 & β
−1/2 can drive kinetic instabilities potentially
capable of suppressing phase mixing and the consequent collisionless damping of ion-
acoustic fluctuations. And ion-acoustic fluctuations with amplitudes δn/n0 & β
−1
(investigated in this paper) can develop pressure anisotropies large enough to interfere
with the stability of Alfve´nic fluctuations. The mutual interactions between what are
conventionally considered to be energetically decoupled cascades, and the impact of this
coupling on the pillars of turbulence theory – namely, the constant flux of energy and
the locality of interactions in k space – now find themselves in our cross hairs.
In the meantime, let us speculate about the consequences of our results for the
compressive fluctuations routinely measured in the turbulent solar wind. A particularly
intriguing application is to the apparently fluid character of what ought to be Landau-
damped kinetic fluctuations in that ostensibly collisionless environment. Using data from
the Wind spacecraft in the solar wind at 1 au, Verscharen et al. (2017) found that a
MHD description of ion-acoustic and non-propagating (i.e., pressure-balanced) modes fit
much better with measurements of those fluctuations than did predictions based upon
linear kinetic theory. This implies that some process is negating the effects of phase
mixing. Our mechanism cannot of course explain this observational result for regions
of the solar wind with β < 1, which are necessarily firehose stable.8 But, for those
β & 1 regions that have been measured to be constrained by the firehose and mirror
8A possible explanation there is that stochastic echoes – i.e., anti-phase-mixing modes – arising
from the nonlinear advection of the particle distribution by turbulent motions strongly suppress
(on average) the phase mixing, a process recently suggested by Schekochihin et al. (2016) and
Meyrand et al. (2019) to lead to ‘fluidization’ of collisionless plasmas.
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instability thresholds and in which we see good evidence for the presence of firehose
and mirror fluctuations (Kasper et al. 2002; Hellinger et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2016),
we predict that wave-generated pressure anisotropy and the consequent production of
firehose and mirror instabilities can interrupt collisionless damping and thus lead to
compressive fluctuations that are more ‘fluid-like’ than kinetic. A related suggestion had
been made by Verscharen et al. (2016) in the context of the nearly collisionless solar wind:
using linear theory, they argued that fluctuation-driven pressure anisotropy by long-
wavelength compressive fluctuations and the consequent regulation of this anisotropy by
pitch-angle-scattering kinetic instabilities could naturally explain the relative pressure
isotropy of the β & 1 solar wind. Our work supports this idea from first principles.
Another potential application is to wave propagation in the weakly collisional ICM.
Sound waves generated by active galactic nuclei (e.g., Bambic & Reynolds 2019) and/or
linear instabilities (e.g., Kempski et al. 2020) may be important for the redistribu-
tion of energy throughout the ICM (e.g., Fabian et al. 2003; Ruszkowski et al. 2004;
Fabian et al. 2005, 2017; Zweibel et al. 2018) and for observed density and temperature
fluctuations in deep X-ray imaging of clusters (Zhuravleva et al. 2019). Our work im-
plies that such waves, if they are large enough amplitude, propagate significantly more
effectively than previously appreciated, enhancing the efficacy of sound wave energy
redistribution throughout clusters. Although we have focused on the collisionless limit
in this paper, the same physics applies in weakly collisional plasmas relevant to longer
wavelength sound waves in clusters: waves with amplitudes δn/n & (β|k|λmfp,c)−1 can
generate firehose and mirror instabilities, suppressing the damping of the wave. The
implications of this for the thermodynamics of the ICM should be explored in future
work.
In conclusion, the common wisdom that ion-acoustic fluctuations cannot propagate
in a collisionless plasma with Ti ∼ Te does not hold if δn/n & 2/β. Given the high-
β conditions in many space and astrophysical plasmas, this result has broad relevance
and opens several avenues for its application. An exploration of these avenues is now
underway.
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